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 SUBJECT: UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE MEETING OF OCTOBER 23, 2008 and 
CONTINUATION MEETING OF OCTOBER 30, 2008 
 
 TO: Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
  College Deans 
  Department Chairpersons 
 
 FROM: Carole Wells 
  Vice Provost  
 
 
The following course and program additions, changes and deletions have been approved by the Departmental Curriculum 
Committees; the College Curriculum Committees; the Graduate Council; the Council for Teacher Education, where 
appropriate; and the University Curriculum Committee at its October 23 and continuation meeting of October 30, 2008, and 
signed by the President on November 19, 2008 and will be placed into the curriculum effective Fall 2009 semester (20103) 
unless otherwise indicated. 
 
 
COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
 
 
COURSES APPROVED FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION:  (Eff. Spring 2009 – 20096) 
NUR 510 Nursing Theory [LAS 08162] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
NUR 540 Curriculum and Instructional Design in Nursing and Patient Education [LAS 08163] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
 
SELECTED TOPICS ANNOUNCED WITH APPROVAL FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION:  (Eff. Spring 2009 – 20096) 
NUR 571 Selected Topics in Nursing:   
    Politics and Policy in Nursing and Healthcare [LAS 08124, LAS 08164] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
[Proposal ID № for Selected Topic Announced: LAS 08124.  Proposal ID № for Approval of Distance Education format for Topic – Politics and 
Policy in Nursing and Healthcare: LAS 08164.] 
 
EDUCATORS’ WORKSHOP ANNOUNCED:  (Eff. Summer I, 2009 – 20101) [LAS 08153] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
EDW 500-520 Selected Topics for Educators:  Mathematical Problem Solving 
EDW 560-580 for K-8 Teachers  
 
 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
 
 
No Agenda Items. 
 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
 
NEW PROGRAMS:  (Effective date will be assigned upon receipt of approval from Harrisburg) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0966] Degree CIP 
3 51 00 Elementary Education: Grades Pre-K –  4  BSED 13.1202 
New degree program requiring 120 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 48/49 SH (Pre Candidacy) in 
General Education; 27 SH (Pre-Candidacy) in Professional Courses; and 45 SH (Candidacy Acceptance into Major required 
prior to enrollment) in the following areas: 15 SH in Required Courses, 18 SH in Professional Semester Courses, and 12 SH in 
Clinical Experience Pre-K–4. This program was developed in order to comply with Chapter 49.2 legislation recently passed 
by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. This new degree program is subject to approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, 
Council of Trustees, and Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
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NEW PROGRAMS:  (Effective date will be assigned upon receipt of approval from Harrisburg) – continued 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0967] Degree CIP 
3 52 00 Elementary Education: Grades 4 - 8  BSED 13.1202 
New degree program requiring 123 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements vary according to the concentration chosen by 
teacher candidates as follows: 42-49 SH (Pre Candidacy) in General Education; 15-24 SH (Pre Candidacy) in Concentration; 
15 SH (Pre Candidacy) in Professional Courses; and 42-45 SH (Candidacy Acceptance into Major required prior to 
enrollment) in the following areas: 12-15 SH Required Courses, 18 SH in Professional Semester Courses, and 12 SH in 
Clinical Experience with Middle Level Learners. Certification requirements for this program identify math and science as the 
two core subjects within the available concentrations. This program was developed in order to comply with Chapter 49.2 
legislation recently passed by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. This new degree program is subject to approval of 
all steps, UCC, Presidential, Council of Trustees, and Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0968] Degree CIP 
3 80 22 Special Education: Mentally and/or Physically Handicapped  
   and Elementary Education: Grades Pre-K –  4 BSED 13.1001 
New degree program requiring 132 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 48 SH in General Education; 33 SH 
in Professional Education; and 51 SH in the following areas: 6 SH in Required Courses, 15 SH in Professional Semester 
Courses, and 30 SH in Mentally/Physically Handicapped Specialization. This program was developed in order to comply with 
Chapter 49.2 legislation recently passed by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. This new degree program is subject to 
approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, Council of Trustees, and Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0969] Degree CIP 
3 80 24 Special Education: Mentally and/or Physically Handicapped  
   and Elementary Education: Grades 4 - 8 BSED 13.1001 
New degree program requiring 141 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 45 SH in General Education; 18 SH  
in Concentration; 12 SH (Pre Candidacy) in Professional Courses; 12 SH in Clinical Experience and Practicum; and 54 SH in 
the following areas: 9 SH Required Courses, 15 SH in Professional Semester, and 30 SH in Mentally/Physically Handicapped 
Specialization. Certification requirements for this program identify math and science as the two core subjects within the 
available concentrations. This program was developed in order to comply with Chapter 49.2 legislation recently passed by the 
Pennsylvania Department of Education. This new degree program is subject to approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, 
Council of Trustees, and Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0970] Degree CIP 
3 80 12 Special Education: Visually Impaired from Birth to Age 21 
   and Elementary Education: Grades Pre-K –  4 BSED 13.1009 
New degree program requiring 132 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 48 SH in General Education; 36 SH 
in Professional Courses; and 48 SH in Specialization. This program was developed in order to comply with Chapter 49.2 
legislation recently passed by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. This new degree program is subject to approval of 
all steps, UCC, Presidential, Council of Trustees, and Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0971] Degree CIP 
3 80 14 Special Education: Visually Impaired from Birth to Age 21 
   and Elementary Education: Grades 4 - 8  BSED 13.1009 
New degree program requiring 147 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 45 SH in General Education; 27 SH  
in Concentration; 15 SH in Professional Courses; 12 SH in Clinical Experience and Practicum; and 48 SH in Specialization. 
Certification requirements for this program identify math and science as the two core subjects within the available 
concentrations. This program was developed in order to comply with Chapter 49.2 legislation recently passed by the 
Pennsylvania Department of Education. This new degree program is subject to approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, 
Council of Trustees, and Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
 
PROGRAM RE-ACTIVATION and REVISION:  (Effective date will be assigned upon receipt of approval from Harrisburg) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0972] Degree CIP 
3 70 76 Secondary Education: Social Studies BSED 45.0101 
Re-activated, revised degree program requiring 120 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 48 SH in General 
Education; 42-45 SH in Professional Education; and 48 SH in Specialization. Some courses in academic discipline that are 
required for certification fulfill General Education requirements. This should be done with advisement. This program was 
developed to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also 
accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and 
takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) 
instruction. This re-activated degree program is subject to approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, Council of Trustees, and 
Harrisburg prior to implementation.  
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PROGRAM RE-ACTIVATION and REVISION:  (Effective date will be assigned upon receipt of approval from Harrisburg) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0973] Degree CIP 
3 70 49 Secondary Education: General Science BSED 30.0101 
Re-activated, revised degree program requiring 120 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 48 SH in General 
Education; 42-45 SH in Professional Education; and 56-59 SH in Specialization. Some courses in academic discipline that are 
required for certification fulfill General Education requirements. This should be done with advisement. This program was 
developed to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also 
accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and 
takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) 
instruction. This re-activated degree program is subject to approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, Council of Trustees, and 
Harrisburg prior to implementation. 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0974] Degree CIP 
3 70 17 Secondary Education: Earth and Space Science BSED 40.0601 
Re-activated, revised degree program requiring 120 SH for graduation. Graduation requirements consist of 48 SH in General 
Education; 42-45 SH in Professional Education; and 58-59 SH in Specialization. Some courses in academic discipline that are 
required for certification fulfill General Education requirements. This should be done with advisement. This program was 
developed to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also 
accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and 
takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) 
instruction. This re-activated degree program is subject to approval of all steps, UCC, Presidential, Council of Trustees, and 
Harrisburg prior to implementation. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0975] Degree CIP 
3 70 31 Secondary Education:  English BSED 23.0101 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – HPD 011-095 (1SH course). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete one 
humanities elective. Category A.3. (Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete one social sciences/social studies elective. Under area A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. 
Credits were reduced in each of the following General Education areas from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; A.2. 
Humanities; A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; and A.4. Natural Sciences & Mathematics. Under B. Professional Education: 
credits for this category increased from 37 SH to 42-45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student 
Teaching area renamed as Clinical Experience and Practicum. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased 
from 13 SH to 30 SH. This program was revised to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of 
Professional Education Programs. It also accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional 
preparation program requirements, and takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of 
English Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total program credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary 
identified with version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0976] Degree CIP 
3 70 13 Secondary Education: Communications BSED 23.1001 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – course with DAN or PED prefix (1SH). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete 
one humanities elective. Category A.3.( Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete one social sciences/social studies elective. Under A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. Credits 
were reduced in each of the following General Education areas from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; A.2. Humanities; 
A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; and A.4. Natural Sciences & Mathematics. Under B. Professional Education: credits for 
this category increased from 37 SH to 42-45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area 
renamed as “Clinical Experience and Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 
30 SH. This program was revised to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional 
Education Programs. It also accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation 
program requirements, and takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English 
Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total program credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary identified 
with version number 20103. 
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PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0977] Degree CIP 
3 70 05 Secondary Education: Biology BSED 26.0101 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – HPD 011-095 (1SH course). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete two 
humanities electives. Category A.3. (Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete two social sciences/social studies electives. Under area A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. 
Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; and A.4. Natural 
Sciences & Mathematics. Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 6 SH: A.2. Humanities; 
and A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies. Under B. Professional Education: credits for this category increased from 37 SH to 42-
45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area renamed as “Clinical Experience and 
Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 30 SH. This program was revised to 
match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also accommodates 
the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and takes into 
consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total 
program credits decreased from 121 to 120 credits. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 
20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0978] Degree CIP 
3 70 09 Secondary Education: Chemistry BSED 40.0501 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – HPD 011-095 (1SH course). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete two 
humanities electives. Category A.3. (Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete two social sciences/social studies electives. Under area A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. 
Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; and A.4. Natural 
Sciences & Mathematics. Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 6 SH: A.2. Humanities; 
and A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies. Under B. Professional Education: credits for this category increased from 37 SH to 42-
45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area renamed as “Clinical Experience and 
Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 30 SH. This program was revised to 
match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also accommodates 
the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and takes into 
consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total 
program credits decreased from 133 to 120 credits. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 
20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0979] Degree CIP 
3 70 73 Secondary Education: Physics BSED 40.0801 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – HPD 011-095 (1SH course). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete three 
humanities electives. Category A.3. (Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete three social sciences/social studies electives. Under area A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. 
Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; and A.4. Natural 
Sciences & Mathematics. Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 6 SH: A.2. Humanities; 
and A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies. Under B. Professional Education: credits for this category increased from 37 SH to 42-
45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area renamed as “Clinical Experience and 
Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 30 SH. This program was revised to 
match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also accommodates 
the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and takes into 
consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total 
program credits decreased from 137 to 120 credits. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 
20103. 
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PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0980] Degree CIP 
3 70 71 Secondary Education: Physics and Mathematics BSED 40.0801 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – HPD 011-095 (1SH course). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete two 
humanities electives. Category A.3. (Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete two social sciences/social studies electives. Under area A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. 
Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; and A.4. Natural 
Sciences & Mathematics. Credits in the following General Education areas were reduced from 12 SH to 6 SH: A.2. Humanities; 
and A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies. Under B. Professional Education: credits for this category increased from 37 SH to 42-
45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area renamed as “Clinical Experience and 
Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 30 SH. This program was revised to 
match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional Education Programs. It also accommodates 
the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation program requirements, and takes into 
consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total 
program credits decreased from 134 to 120 credits. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 
20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0981] Degree CIP 
3 70 69 Secondary Education: Mathematics BSED 27.0101 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – course with DAN or PED prefix (1SH). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete 
one humanities elective. Category A.3.( Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete one social sciences/social studies elective. Under A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. Credits 
were reduced in each of the following General Education areas from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; A.2. Humanities; 
A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; and A.4. Natural Sciences & Mathematics. Under B. Professional Education: credits for 
this category increased from 37 SH to 42-45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area 
renamed as “Clinical Experience and Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 
30 SH. This program was revised to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional 
Education Programs. It also accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation 
program requirements, and takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English 
Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total program credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary identified 
with version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
School Prog Conc Program [EDU 0982] Degree CIP 
3 70 33 Secondary Education: French BSED 16.0901 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – course with DAN or PED prefix (1SH). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete 
one humanities elective. Category A.3.( Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete one social sciences/social studies elective. Under A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. Credits 
were reduced in each of the following General Education areas from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; A.2. Humanities; 
A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; and A.4. Natural Sciences & Mathematics. Under B. Professional Education: credits for 
this category increased from 37 SH to 42-45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area 
renamed as “Clinical Experience and Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 
30 SH. This program was revised to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional 
Education Programs. It also accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation 
program requirements, and takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English 
Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total program credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary identified 
with version number 20103. 
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PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0983] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 37 Secondary Education: German BSED 16.0501 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – course with DAN or PED prefix (1SH). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete 
one humanities elective. Category A.3.( Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete one social sciences/social studies elective. Under A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. Credits 
were reduced in each of the following General Education areas from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; A.2. Humanities; 
A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; and A.4. Natural Sciences & Mathematics. Under B. Professional Education: credits for 
this category increased from 37 SH to 42-45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area 
renamed as “Clinical Experience and Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 
30 SH. This program was revised to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional 
Education Programs. It also accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation 
program requirements, and takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English 
Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total program credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary identified 
with version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0984] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 45 Secondary Education: Spanish BSED 16.0905 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Professional Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement – course with DAN or PED prefix (1SH). Under area A.2.: area restructured, delete 
one humanities elective. Category A.3.( Social Sciences): area renamed to A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; area restructured, 
delete one social sciences/social studies elective. Under A. 4.: area restructured, delete one science course with a lab. Credits 
were reduced in each of the following General Education areas from 12 SH to 9 SH: A.1. Required Courses; A.2. Humanities; 
A.3. Social Sciences/Social Studies; and A.4. Natural Sciences & Mathematics. Under B. Professional Education: credits for 
this category increased from 37 SH to 42-45 SH; Professional Semester area removed from check sheet; Student Teaching area 
renamed as “Clinical Experience and Practicum”. Under B.1. Professional Courses: credits for this area increased from 13 SH to 
30 SH. This program was revised to match Chapter 354 Specific Program Guidelines for State Approval of Professional 
Education Programs. It also accommodates the Pennsylvania Department of Education Chapter 49 instructional preparation 
program requirements, and takes into consideration the 270 hours of mandated special education and 90 hours of English 
Language Learner (ELL) instruction. Total program credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary identified 
with version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0990] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 60 00 Library Science BSED 25.0101 
Move the course EDU 015 (First Year Seminar) from Major Program, B. Professional Education, 1. Required Courses (area 
B.1.) to General Education, 1. Required courses (area A.1.). Under area A.1.: delete SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), 
‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement - ‘HPD 011-095, 170’ (1 SH course); credits in this area were reduced from 12-13 
SH to 9 SH. General Education section of the program revised to provide library science students more options for a broader 
based experience. Under area B. Professional Education: added additional special education courses and ELL course as 
required by PDE; reduced Clinical Experience to 6 credits for consistency within the COE. Under area C. Specialization: add 
LIB 109, LIB 329. This program revision accommodates additional field observation hours required by PDE. Total program 
credits remain at 120 s.h. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAMS PLACED IN MORATORIUM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0985] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 10 Secondary Education:  Citizenship Education – Geography BSED 45.0101 
3 70 11 Secondary Education:  Citizenship Education – History BSED 45.0101 
3 70 12 Secondary Education:  Citizenship Education – Civics and Government BSED 45.0101 
These programs are replaced by the re-activated, revised Social Studies Program. 
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PROGRAMS PLACED IN MORATORIUM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0986] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 97 Secondary Education:  Social Science – Anthropology BSED 45.0101 
3 70 98 Secondary Education:  Social Science – Psychology BSED 45.0101 
3 70 99 Secondary Education:  Social Science – Sociology BSED 45.0101 
These programs are replaced by the re-activated, revised Social Studies Program. 
 
PROGRAMS PLACED IN MORATORIUM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0987] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 77 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Anthropology BSED 45.0101 
3 70 81 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Economics BSED 45.0101 
3 70 85 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Geography BSED 45.0101 
3 70 89 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – History BSED 45.0101 
3 70 92 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Political Science BSED 45.0101 
3 70 93 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Civics and Government BSED 45.0101 
3 70 95 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Sociology BSED 45.0101 
3 70 96 Secondary Education:  Social Studies – Psychology BSED 45.0101 
These programs are replaced by the re-activated, revised Social Studies Program. 
 
PROGRAMS PLACED IN MORATORIUM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0988] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 53 Secondary Education:  General Science – Biology BSED 30.0101 
3 70 57 Secondary Education:  General Science – Chemistry BSED 30.0101 
3 70 61 Secondary Education:  General Science – Earth Space Science BSED 30.0101 
3 70 65 Secondary Education:  General Science – Physics BSED 30.0101 
These programs are replaced by the re-activated, revised General Science Program. 
 
PROGRAMS PLACED IN MORATORIUM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0989] 
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 70 21 Secondary Education:  Earth Space Science – Astronomy BSED 40.0601 
3 70 25 Secondary Education:  Earth Space Science – Geology BSED 40.0601 
3 70 29 Secondary Education:  Earth Space Science – Marine Science BSED 40.0601 
These programs are replaced by the re-activated, revised Earth and Space Science Program. 
 
PROGRAMS PLACED IN MORATORIUM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103)  
School Prog Conc Program  Degree CIP 
3 60 01 Library Science (with Dual Certification in  
                                 Elementary Education) [EDU 0993] BSED 25.0101 
3 60 03 Library Science (with Concentration in  
                                 Instructional Technology) [EDU 0994] BSED 25.0101 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION/SYLLABUS, TITLE, and CREDIT HOUR REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0996] 
  FROM: LIB 390/391 Clinical Experience and Practicum I and II 7 SH  –  2 CH 
 TO: LIB 390/391 Clinical Experience and Practicum I and II 6 SH  –  3 CH 
 
NEW COURSES:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
EDU 150 Meeting the Instructional Needs of English Language Learners [EDU 0947] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 130 Early Childhood Development:  Theories and Practices [EDU 0907]  3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 202 Dispositions Toward Advocacy, Collaboration, and Cooperation [EDU 0908] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 205 Teaching Science in Early Childhood [EDU 0910] 3 SH  –  4 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 209 Math Foundations for Pre-K – 1 [EDU 0911] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
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NEW COURSES:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) – continued 
EEU 211 Family Collaboration and Diversity [EDU 0909] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 220 Children’s Literature for Pre-K – 1 [EDU 0912] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 225 Assessment I: Observation and Informal [EDU 0913] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 300 Early Literacy Development and Acquisition [EDU 0914] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 301 Teaching Literacy in Grades 2-4 [EDU 0915] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 303 Language Development in Early Childhood [EDU 0916] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 304 Teaching Social Studies for Pre-K – 4 [EDU 0917] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 306 Integrating Principles of Learning for Pre-K – 4 [EDU 0918] 3 SH  –  3 CH  
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 309 Teaching Mathematics in Grades 2 – 4  [EDU 0919] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 315 Family and Community Collaboration Partnerships [EDU 0920] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 325 Assessment II: Formative, Summative, Diagnostic, Benchmark [EDU 0921] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 350 Language Development, Learning to Read and Assessment [EDU 0922] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
EEU 390-391 Clinical Experiences Pre-K – 4 [EDU 0923] 6 SH  –  6 CH 
ELU 206 Teaching Science for Middle Level Learners [EDU 0925] 3 SH  –  4 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 212 Teaching Diverse Learners at the Middle Level [EDU 0926] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 221 Literature for Upper Elementary and Middle Level Learners [EDU 0927] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 322 Assessment Methods: Formative, Summative, Diagnostic, and Benchmark [EDU 0928] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 331 Teaching Literacy for Middle Level Learners [EDU 0929] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 341 Methods in Content Area Literacy [EDU 0930] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 343 Teaching Writing at the Middle Level [EDU 0931] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 344 Teaching Social Studies for Middle Level Learners [EDU 0932] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 346 Middle Level Cognitive Development [EDU 0933] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 348 Teaching Mathematics for Middle Level Learners [EDU 0934] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 352 Reading Diagnosis and Interventions at the Middle Level [EDU 0935] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ELU 392/393 Clinical Experience with Middle Level Learners [EDU 0936] 6 SH  –  6 CH 
LIB 310 English Language Learners in the Library [EDU 0952] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
LIB 329 Instructional Strategies for the School Librarian [EDU 0953] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SEU 312 Principles of Learning [EDU 0948] 4 SH  –  6 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SEU 342 Principles of Teaching [EDU 0949] 4 SH  –  6 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
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NEW COURSES:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) – continued 
SEU 331 Methods of Teaching Practicum:  Communication [EDU 0950] 1 SH  –  2 CH 
SEU 332 Methods of Teaching Practicum:  Modern Languages [EDU 0950] 1 SH  –  2 CH 
SEU 333 Methods of Teaching Practicum:  Mathematics [EDU 0950] 1 SH  –  2 CH 
SEU 334 Methods of Teaching Practicum:  Science [EDU 0950] 1 SH  –  2 CH 
SEU 335 Methods of Teaching Practicum:  Social Studies [EDU 0950] 1 SH  –  2 CH 
(The Methods of Teaching Practicum courses above can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 201 Cognitive Development of Diverse Learners in a Standards Aligned System [EDU 0904] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 317 Intensive Reading, Writing, and Mathematics Intervention Approaches [EDU 0943] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 221 Assessment for Students with Visual Impairments [EDU 0945] 3 SH  –  4 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
 
COURSE SYLLABUS REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103)  
SEU 390/391 Clinical Experience and Practicum [EDU 0951] 6 SH  –  6 CH 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION/SYLLABUS, PREREQUISITE and TITLE REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
  FROM: TO: 
SPU 314 Educating Students with Disabilities SPU 314 Effective Instructional Strategies for Students 
   in Inclusive Classrooms   with Disabilities in Inclusive Settings [EDU 0905] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 316 Reading and Other Language Arts for SPU 316 Literacy Development and Instruction in  
   Exceptional Children   Core and Intervention Areas [EDU 0906] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 320 Curriculum Development for Mentally SPU 320 Special Education Processes and  
   and Physically Handicapped   IEP Development [EDU 0939] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 322 Learning Disabilities  SPU 322 Teaching Students with  
   High Incidence Disabilities  [EDU 0940] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION/SYLLABUS and TITLE REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
  FROM: TO: 
SPU 100 Introduction to Special Education SPU 100 Early Intervention and Transition for  
   Students with Disabilities [EDU 0937] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 318 Special Class Methods SPU 318 Assessment and Instructional Methods for 
   Students with Disabilities [EDU 0938] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 328 Behavior Disorders  SPU 328 Positive Behavioral Intervention and Supports [EDU 0941] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
SPU 330 Physically/Multiply SPU 330 Teaching Students with  
   Handicapping Conditions   Low Incidence Disabilities [EDU 0942] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
 
COURSE SYLLABUS and CREDIT HOUR REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [EDU 0944] 
 FROM: SPU 392/393 Clinical Experience and Practicum:  Mentally and Physically Handicapped 7 SH 
   TO: SPU 392/393 Clinical Experience and Practicum:  Mentally and Physically Handicapped 6 SH 
 FROM: SPU 390/391 Clinical Experience and Practicum:  Visual Impairment [EDU 0946] 7 SH 
   TO: SPU 390/391 Clinical Experience and Practicum:  Visual Impairment [EDU 0946] 6 SH 
 
 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 
 
ONE TIME ONLY ANNOUNCED:  (Eff. Spring 2009 – 20096) 
CHI 012 Elementary Chinese II [LAS 08129] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
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EDITORIAL NOTE:  (PAG 311/ARC 311 The Pennsylvania German Landscape) 
The new course and information pertaining to implementation of the ARC prefix were only noted under the College of Visual and 
Performing Arts on the UCC Memo from March 29, 2007, Proposal ID №  VPA 0720 (dated September 25, 2007), and UCC Memo 
from January 24, 2008 (dated May 23, 2008). Course ownership: PAG 311 belongs with courses offered by the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences; it is also cross-listed with the ARC 311 designation, thus offered jointly with the College of Visual and 
Performing Arts. General Education usage: the course can be used in Category 2: Humanities – areas II. C and II.D, and Category 5: 
Electives. In addition, this course can be used as a Liberal Arts and Sciences elective or concomitant course for Liberal Arts and 
Sciences majors. Further, the course fulfills a minorities course requirement for Secondary Education Certification in the Citizen 
Education – History program; and the following Secondary Education Social Studies programs: Anthropology, Geography, History, 
and Anthropology. The course can also be used as an elective course in the Pennsylvania German Studies minor and major. 
 
SELECTED TOPICS ANNOUNCED:  (Eff. Spring 2009 – 20096) 
NUR 371 Selected Topics in Nursing:  Women’s Mental Health Across the Lifespan [LAS 08123] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
 
NEW MINOR PROGRAM:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [LAS08105] 
Minor Code:  Program: 
00024 Geography:  Environmental 
This minor program is open to all students except Geography majors.18 SH are required for completion of the minor. A minor 
program check sheet is necessary identified with the beginning version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 - 20103) [LAS 08110] 
School Prog Conc Program   Degree CIP 
2 74 86 Electronic Media/Music BS 9.0702 
This concomitant consists of 27 SH as follows: Required Courses: MUS 010, 024, 205, 102, 230; Ensemble instruction – 
select 2 SH from among the following one-credit courses (admission to ensembles require an audition with director): MUP 
230, 231, 323, 233,234, 235, 281, 283, 285, 289; Private Instruction – select 2 SH from among the following one-credit 
courses: MUP 236#, 237#, 238#, 239#, 240#, 241#, 242#, 243#, 244#, 245#, 246#, 247#, 248#, 249#, 250#, 252#, 253#,254#, 
MUS 079, 124, 179; credits for Required Courses area increased from 15-16 SH to 17 SH. (# These courses require a “C” or 
better.) Under Electives: with the guidance of a Department of Music advisor, select credits from any course with an MUS or 
MUP prefix (except MUS 380 or 391); credits for this area reduced from 11-12 SH to 10 SH. A new program check sheet is 
necessary identified with the new version number 20103. 
 
COURSES APPROVED FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION:  (Eff. Spring 2009 – 20096) 
MAT 105 College Algebra [LAS 08125] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
NUR 299 Adaptation of the Nurse As A Professional Person [LAS 08159] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
NUR 312 Adaptation of the Individual and Family [LAS 08160] 3 SH  –  3 CH 
NUR 352/353 Complex Adaptive Responses by Older Clients to Stimuli (and Lab) [LAS 08161] 5 SH  –  9 CH 
 
 
COLLEGE OF VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS 
 
EDITORIAL NOTE:  (PAG 311/ARC 311 The Pennsylvania German Landscape) 
The new course and information pertaining to implementation of the ARC prefix were only noted under the College of Visual and 
Performing Arts on the UCC Memo from March 29, 2007, Proposal ID №  VPA 0720 (dated September 25, 2007), and UCC Memo 
from January 24, 2008 (dated May 23, 2008). Course ownership: PAG 311 belongs with courses offered by the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences; it is also cross-listed with the ARC 311 designation, thus offered jointly with the College of Visual and 
Performing Arts. General Education usage: the course can be used in Category 2: Humanities – areas II. C and II.D, and Category 5: 
Electives. In addition, this course can be used as a Liberal Arts and Sciences elective or concomitant course for Liberal Arts and 
Sciences majors. Further, the course fulfills a minorities course requirement for Secondary Education Certification in the Citizen 
Education – History program; and the following Secondary Education Social Studies programs: Anthropology, Geography, History, 
and Anthropology. The course can also be used as an elective course in the Pennsylvania German Studies minor and major. 
 
NEW COURSE:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
ARU 331 Designing for Disabilities in Art Education Settings [VPA 0913] 3 SH  –  6 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
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NEW COURSE WITH PREFIX ADDED:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) [VPA 0914, VPA 0921] 3 SH  –  4 CH 
ARU/MUU 236 The Arts and Pre-K – 4 Education 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.)   
[Proposal ID № for new course ARU 236: VPA 0914.  Proposal ID № for adding MUU prefix to course ARU 236: VPA 0921.] 
 
COURSE SYLLABUS and CREDIT HOUR REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 – 20103) 
  FROM: TO: 
ARU 301 Early Field Experience 4 SH  –  6 CH ARU 301 Early Field Experience 3 SH  –  6 CH [VPA 0915] 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
ARU 390/391 Clinical Experience  ARU 390/391 Clinical Experience  
 and Practicum 7 SH  –  2 CH and Practicum 6 SH  –  2 CH [VPA 0916] 
 
COURSE SYLLABUS and CREDIT HOUR/CLOCK HOUR REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2011 – 20123) [VPA 0922] 
  FROM: TO: 
MUS 205 Physical Properties of Sound 3 SH  –  3 CH MUS 205 Physical Properties of Sound 2 SH  –  2 CH 
 
NEW COURSE:  (Eff. Spring 2012 – 20126) [VPA 0923] 
MUU 299 Music Education Lab 1 SH  –  2 CH 
(Can be used for General Education under Category 5. Electives.) 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 - 20103) [VPA 0918] 
School Prog Conc Program Degree CIP 
1 01 00 Art Education BS 50.0701 
Move the required elective course in ENG Literature from A. General Education, 2. Humanities (area A.2.) to Basic Requirements 
(area A.1.). Under area A.1: delete the Health requirement (2 SH) and the ‘Physical Education or Dance’ requirement (1 SH). Under 
area A.2. (Humanities): delete the course SPE 010 (Fundamentals of Speech), replace with choice of SPE 130 or SPE 145. Any one 
of the following courses fulfills the requirement under area A.2. Humanities, line G. Global Perspectives: ENG 242; ARC 105; ARC 
211; ART 220. Under Social Sciences (area A.3.): delete PSY 011 and PSY 140, replace with one PSY elective; credits in this area 
were reduced from 9 to 6 credits. Area A.5. (Professional Courses) added to check sheet, requiring EDU 150 Meeting the 
Instructional Needs of English Language Learners, SPU 201 Cognitive Development of Diverse Learners, and SPU 316 Literacy 
Development. Credits under General Education (area A.) increased from 48 to 51 credits. Under B. Major Program, 1. Professional 
Education: add ARU 329; delete SPU 100, EDU 100; course credits for ARU 390, ARU 391 decreased from 7 s.h. each to 6 s.h. 
each; credits in this area reduced from 33 to 27 credits. Category B.3 (Art Studio – Breadth), sub-areas C., D., and E., revised as 
follows: sub-area C. re-named as Fine Arts, choose 3 s.h. from the following: FAR 131, FAR 151, FAR 171, ART 270; sub-area D. 
re-named as Crafts, choose 3 s.h. from the following: CFT 110, CFT 131, CFT 141, CFT 151, CFT 161; sub-area E. (Multiples), 
choose 3 s.h. from the following: FAR 141, FAR 161, FAR 162, ART 231. Sub-area F. (Design) added, choose 3-4 s.h. from the 
following: CDE 122 (taken with CDE 147), CDE 147 (taken with CDE 122), ART 120, CFT 171. Under area B.4., add sub-area C. 
(CD Depth Only), requiring CDE 130. Under area B.5.: two courses required (3-4 s.h. each) from the following prefixes: ARC, 
ARH, ART, CDE, CDH, CFT, FAR, FAS. Minimum credits under Major Program (area B) remains at 72 credits. Total program 
credits increased from 120 to 123 credits. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 20103. 
 
PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 - 20103) [VPA 0924] 
School Prog Conc Program Degree CIP 
1 46 05 Music Education BS 50.0901 
Under A. General Education, 2. Humanities (area A.2.): delete language course. Course number/ title change from MUS 211 
Music from Ancient Times to 1825, to MUS 311 Music from Ancient Times to 1750; also MUS 312 Music from 1825 - Present, to 
MUS 312 Music from 1750 - Present. Credits under this area reduced from 12 s.h. to 9 s.h. Under area A.5 (Professional Courses): 
add EDU 150 Meeting the Instructional Needs of English Language Learners (this course is a substitution for the language course 
under area A.2.); the courses EDU 100 and SPU 100 have been substituted with: SPU 201, SPU  314, and SPU 316. Credits under 
this area increased from 9 s.h. to 15 s.h.  Under Specialization, 1. Required Courses: change in credit hours for MUS 205 Physical 
Properties of Sound from 3 s.h. to 2 s.h., thereby reducing the credits under this area from 60 s.h. to 59 s.h. Under Specialization, 2. 
Applied Courses: delete MUS 024 Class Piano I, replace with MUS 224 Class Piano III. Under Specialization, 3. Music Education 
Courses: add MUU 299 Music Education Lab as a requirement. Credits under this area increased from 16 s.h. to 17 s.h. The 
sequence of courses has been corrected to show these changes. Under Stage II: the requirement to pass PRAXIS II has been changed 
to state “take PRAXIS II.” Under Stage III: the requirement to “pass PRAXIS II” has been added. Total program credits increased 
from 120 to 123 credits. A new program check sheet is necessary identified with version number 20103. 
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PROGRAM REVISION:  (Eff. Fall 2009 - 20103) [VPA 0925] 
School Prog Conc Program Degree CIP 
1 46 11 Music/Core -- 50.0901 
1 46 15 Music/Business BA 50.0901 
1 46 17 Music/Computer Science BA 50.0901 
1 46 19 Music/Electronic Media BA 50.0901 
1 46 21 Music/General Studies BA 50.0901 
1 46 23 Music/Journalism and Professional Writing BA 50.0901 
1 46 25 Music/Library Science BA 50.0901 
1 46 27 Music/Pre-Music Therapy BA 50.0901 
Under General Education, 2. Humanities, line C: delete ART 010/015, “ART or PHILOSOPHY” removed from heading. The check 
sheet under this sub-area now states ARC, ARH, PHI prefixes. A new program check sheet is necessary, however the version 
number remains the same – 20103. 
 
ds 
cc:   Dr. A. Arnold, Mr. R. Bazylak, Dr. V. Brancato, Ms. K. Gardi, Mr. G. Godshall, Ms. M. Hughes, Mr. B. McCree, 
Mr. L. McGhee, Mr. J. Mumbauer, Dr. P. Quinn, Mr. M. Santos, Ms. S. Sperduto, Dr. Wm. Stahler, Secretaries of Academic 
Departments, and U.C.C. Members  
